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BUSINESS
REPORT

Date: 17th May 2024
Business Reference:BFS10761

About the Business:

Boutique Nail and Beauty Salon
 

For years, this boutique nail and beauty salon has been a haven where clients step in as guests and leave
as cherished friends. Nestled in the heart of the Helderberg area in the Western Cape, this well-
established beauty salon exudes sophistication, warmth, and a touch of magic.
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The owner poured her heart and soul into every detail, from the plush velvet chairs to the soft ambient
music that envelops you upon entry. This is a place where beauty rituals become transformative
experiences, where confidence blooms, and where laughter echoes through the mirrors.

It is in an ideal location with a high level of passing trade and is close to other businesses. The boutique
nail and beauty salon has already gained a strong reputation with a regular customer base and is not
affected by load-shedding because they are on a hospital grid in the area. The attractive appearance of the
building is very noticeable to all passing traffic and adds value to the business.

 The loyal clientele isn’t just a list of names—it’s a tapestry of stories, shared secrets, and celebrations. The
team of skilled aestheticians, and nail artists are passionate about their craft. The products, soothing
treatments, and mindful ambiance create a holistic experience. 

The owner is ready to explore fresh horizons but she wants to ensure that her legacy lives on. That’s
where a new owner comes in.

Are you an entrepreneur with a passion for beauty? Do you envision yourself as the guardian of this oasis?
Imagine stepping into a thriving business, where loyal clients await your magic touch. Picture yourself
continuing the legacy, adding your unique flair, and writing the next chapter.

Take this opportunity and contact me today!

The price excludes stock of +-R 300 000 and VAT.

Boutique Nail and Beauty Salon
Sector: Sales & Services

Asking Price:

R 490,000

Monthly Profit:

R 13,722

Asset Value:
R 374,600

Stock Value:
R 0

Yearly Net Profit :
R 164,658
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Business Report

Reason for Sale

Family commitments


